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THE ONCOMUNICATCRS

by Gerald 3i. Phillips*

rorrany years, the field of` speech focused i':uch attention on a

group of people whose theoretical existence was without question tut

whose existence in reality-was doubtful. These people were called

"stagefright vfWrs." Stagefright, presumably, was a state of over-
,

whelming anxiety which rendered a person Incapable of appearing in*public.

Given the theoritical existence of this overpowering anxiety, it was pre-
.

sumed that lessuraaleties would result in lesser syrpttes,-.but that

there was, sorewhere, a line which separated the amount ofite

it
nsion that

was "normal' in a communic4tion situation and an amount of tension that

was "abrroreal". and re: tlered its possessor a candidate for some kind Of

al

treatment.

There were a number of latent assumptions here, not the least of

which was that there was something pathological about thb person who did s ./

not engage in oral communication (to the extent that the people around

him did). This, of course, reflects the American culture which-demands`-

participation. Every citizen rust contribute to the decisions of the

body politic t *"Cat got your tongue?" Etc. ,There is no,real problem

here. Every culture defines a level of oral participation for its citi-

zens, and/or, its..citizens, through their participatory Choices define

a level of-oral participation characteristic of the culture. We tend to

understand a culture by examining the kind of talk that'peoplebake 'in it

and about it.. Tbus, in the American culture, the demand to participate

Gerald M. Phillips is a Professor of Speech Communication at Th
Pennsylvania State University.
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in oral discourse is urgent, and eyebrows are at least raised at those

who do not participate, either by choice or by disability.

There is,Also a tendency in American culture to describe devia- .

t
1

tions from any kind of defined norM as pathologies or diseases.- The

trdical doctor bads the highest status in Prerican society, and zan

. acade-no professionals seek to erulate physicianhood by finding diseases

within their own specialty and proceeding to generate treatment. The

. was certainly the case with "stagefright,".for a whole generation of cam-
.

runication schipam devoted theirytke and energy.to raising le level

of skill and confidence of stagefright victims by improving their self

esteem, developing performance skit-11s, desensitizing then from the

ravages of anxiety, or teaching them techniques of assertive eanagerent

r*
of tension. _Clinicians have atterpted to handle. apprehensions associated

with communication using Alpha waves, sensitivity training, behavior

modification, elocution and performance skills training, the . "method" as

in theater, ratipnal emotive therapy, primal scream therapy,. assertive

therapy,cconsciogsness raising, -and others too bizarre to dignify by

mentioning. All of these "treatments' were directed at k"disease."

People who were defined as diseased were presumed to be- apprehensive, and

illthey were not apprehensive, they became apprehensive as soon as they

experienced the prcpaganda that designated them, as diseased.

It was to answer this kind of thinking that the concept "reticence"

was devised: Reticence emerged as a concep% in 1963 when.the question

was asked, "Are there people who seem to choose to avoid communicating

because they get mere out of silence than they do out of participation ?"

Examination of a group of volunteer subjects indicated that most of us,

at various tunes and places, see situations in which we coulfparticipate,

p.
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tut we choose rot AE fe0 1.P ire r'ot sufficientl skilled to

succeeder because the reKards 12.).7 to ed by participitirg are rot

If have something more ir,sufficient to mctivzte ,s_ or teca:se-.9.

portant to-devote ci.r time to. ---e of us -ay even ehcgse to avoid par-

ticipaticr ;ecause we are apprerensive a:uut the outcome, if we parti-

ciat:,a, or because we do rot feel cc-petentin'that sort of situation.:

There are every some people who feel irccm,oetent at m;ost communication

situations and thus spend most c` their time in silence--and there are

many others are quite competent at most speech situations who choose

. to avoid them anyway because they prefer silence. Uote that..we_have been

. talking about cnoice afalt4rot about paihology. . We have been discussing
si

the way people view a.situation in Which they could or could rot pbrtici-

. pate and about the choices they rake to do so or rot:

The result of all this analysis is the discovery that there are some

people who have communication problems that Teed attention. The problems

are those of skill and/or skill developrea and th; appropriate attention

is a particular and carefully adapted job of teaching, It is these people

that we,call 'reticent." The question now is how to go about locating.

.them, an_ d what to do with them once they are located:. It is the pyrpose

of this-paper to discliss the ways and reans of discoveiing people with

comunication problems. In the following papers we will discuss Modes of

Instruction and how effective jhose rodes-Of intruction are

Although.a great- num of scholarg have attempted to isolate People

with communication problems through -the use of various paper and pencil

tests, it is our consikred option that such identification is "pointless.

Most of.the items on the questionnaires point to feelings of anxiety and

not to situations in which communication is cariled on. If we presume

4



. that communication problems -are rostly squatiorally based end unioue

ti the irsifiiLal, t*,1z17 is pointless to try to rid a"Cc7rnDp-cause

I .

or set of S.YMptcms that isolate people with ordlers. Furttermore, if

we agree that feelirgs of tenMor, are ccm-cp to most hw-ani, but that

treatment of the tenglon has little cr rothi,i.4 to do dth the acquisition '

of-oerfnr-ante skills, tf!e5Ahe questions about tension or apprphension

are also pointless.

It appears most efficient to identify people who have profilers

4.

by si7ply-askino people, in, general, if-they would care to volunteeAlor
. .

-
.

instruction in bow 0 dp so-e-co=on tasks that they nay not be able to 1
;0 5i

do. For exa-ple, we'serd a bulletin to elf students who enroll in our
..-

c

basic speec. course (ard a similar bulletin to the co7munity at large)

in which we rake the following statements:

Please check the following list of coriruntcation problems. If

any of them describe you, you may wish to volunteer for special

instruction in how to deal with the problems. If so please come

. .

1. Do you have-difficulti asking. questions in class? Does fhe
conversation seem to spin by before yob can get yourtques,

tion ft?
When you are called on to recite, do you forget the answer_
even though you knew it the moment before? Do you get a

-
sir:li2ar feeling -when tt seems to-brayguir turn?

3. Do you feel'awkward in opening conversations with strangers?

Once you find yourself in a conversation do you have little

to say?
4. When you stand up to speak in public do yon, find that you

forget much of Vgat you have to say, or the points come.,
out in disorderlSf.fashion even-though you were carefully

prepared? A

5. Do you sometimes perspire, shake, have headaches, dryness
of mouth, sick stomach, etc. when you have-to face a ,

communication situation?
6. Do you have difficulty getting through interviews with peers,'

supervisors, important people?
o 7. Do you often find yourself identified as-a "gtidlistener"

when you would-rather be seers as a good speaker?

If you have any of these concerns and would like to work on them,

5



we are _pi-epared to offer you expert instruction tgirected to, youra'

particular reeds.

*Tot all of the people who respond to this notice have problems in

comrudic4ing. Some who core merely_desire an easy way out of. the spedCh"

.

requirerent. We'make it clear to them that the-special instruction sec-

,'
'tions are mdre difficult and more severely graded thj the other sections.

Sote come uho-are merely curious, or who have some tension about facing

-.4.

the prospect of a public speaking course. We assure these people about

. -
tne competency of-our instructional staff and send them on their way. A

.
.

few people come because they are suffefing from severe emotional problems

.
...

and see the special notice as-a way of obtaining special treatment. While
/
A _

:

*-
We do dot turn these people away we are careful to make contact with thgr-

. I

apisis currently working with them so that gecahintegrate our instruc-
& .

floe _carefully-with the therapy. Sometimes we get people who have "de-
. .

-
. .

feces" in their speech produaion. They lisp, stutter, have problems in

pltch or quality of voice, etc. These people may not necessarily have .

-

communication problems. "We need to check with` their therapists` to

cover how much 0 the difficolty is centered on the mechanics of speech

production and how much concern there is for social affiliation and

management of normal speech situation. -
,

. c?_._-
- Basically then, the people we work with arrof three sorts. There

are those who report-that they are inept at speaking in one or more of

the situations specified. If these people cannot demonstrate their in- c

eptitude, then we are confronted with a problem of perception. We must

-convince these people that they are doing all right.

Next, there are people whosepfficultY can be seen by an outside
a

-observer. The problem can be objectified and dealt within specific



scales. Finally there is the person uft has a problem who is also being

treated by a speech pathologisI or a psychotherapist so tit integration

of instruction with other treatr:ent-is mandated. A communication problem

- can exist on its pun or be associated with sot.e other kind of problem. A

communication problem may or nay not have tension, apprehension, or even

a forr' af anxiety associated with" i t, caused by it, or it ray stem from

a neurosis based on a fundamental anxiety. The min point to keep in

mind, however, is that in dealing with a communication koblem, treatment

of other ramifiations must be left to other relevant profeisionals. The

'rhetoritherapis,t" who deals with coitiuntcation problems.ryst focus c*

comullication processes alone. 0 ta

PBasically in performing manalysisof the nature of a communication .

problem we need to_examinefour critical eleelit§-:

1. We rust discover what it is the individual wishes to alter
and how he would khow it if it were altered. We must under-
stand what he hopes to accomplish by altering his 6m-
munication.

2. We must discover precisely what.thg deficiencies 61-e in
communication and which subprocesses of communication
are involved in the client's problem.

3.. We need to discover how-important it is to the indivi-
dual to improve his communication behaviorand what
h6-may be winning or losing by his present communication
behavior.

4. We need to discover hqw the' individual perceives his.own,

behavior in relationship with others and how he under-
stands the rhetorical quality of behavior,exchange.

Goals. Most people approach comacunioation training with "fuzzy"

ideas about what constitutes effective speaking, blany will serythat they

need to acquire "poise" and "self-codfidence." They see other people as

error-free'and themselves as filled. with,errors. They tend tu become

acutely conscioustf their, non - verbal pauses, their'unnecessa'ry

7
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vocalizations, the aaward as ccrwersaticr, the c-ission-of a de-
.

. tat) in connected speech. is receszry, therefore, to bring ther

into contact with what ordinary speech locks like, to Ce-.arstrate to

them-that it lcoks very mc' li4e what t.;*ey do, and that there really are

very few ard cljferences tetween speakers. Orce this is ascom.,--

, focus can be directed to develcp-ent of specific statements
ao.

about what the individual wanfstt'accc-pish it particular situations.

At-this point, sa7e real urders....F.rding of the 'protlen: begins to emerge.
a

C.;.ficienciei in subprccesies.

dealing with rhetorical, af.,--,-Joi5osed

*Speech directed to-sore Purpose. Th

It rust be Iderstcoa'that we are-

to expressii9 speech. That rean5

erevare some clearly identifiable

and forral suboroce6-ses here that can be analysed, and individuals

trained specifically so that speech can be conceived and delivered in an

orderly manner.

l. There needs to be an understaAding of "rhetorical.situations."
The clignt needs to know what can be accomplished'by the use
of various'speech forms, in particular situations. He needs
tobe able to identify particular, situatlpns in which he-se-et
himself as a speaker gaining scything tnrough the use of
speech.fr,

4t. Once he hasfiaentified.the situation, he must be able to
analyze the situation and the people in it to find outs what is
permissible; what must not bp done, what kinds of discourse would
be most useful., anA who the particular people are that would_
represent the hest-audience for_his reTarks.----- .

4
3. This analysis leads to the establishthent of a specific speech

goal defined precisely and\divected.,to a particular audience.

4. Once this analysis has been completed, the individual must then ,
serch his mind for ideas to say, .and he must select and adjust
the ideas-so that they are appropriate to his goal, tothe
people with whom he.seeks the goal, and to the situation in;

. which he finds himself.
.%

5. Once the ideas have been Selected, they must be arrangedin
a systematic format so that they are ifitelligible to the".minds-
at which they are directedz

8
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6. Once organized,, words must be selected to represent the ideas:
and the words must be put together according to some consis-
tent grammatical-construction apprehended by the people to
whom the words are directed. -

7. The words must ;then be-said audibly and completely.

8. ,Finally, after saying the words, the individual.musteexamine'-'
the.situation for responses, make all assessment of how well
he did, how much he accomplished and what remains to be done,
so that he can turn to another analysis and rove to.the
.next speech experience.

9. In cases where there is reciprocal discourse going on, all
of this has to happen almost tnstantaneoutly. Our speaker
has to learn to become a listener so that he can hear and
understand responses to him and make appropriate decisions
about what to say next.

We can see by this list of subprocesses that speech is not a dis-

orderly and random process, and that it is possible to examine an in-
.

- 4
dividual to discover where he is weak. Specific training can be applied

to any and all of the subprocesses, once it has been discovered where

our client is weak.

Stake. Some things matter more than others and it is hard, to pre-
-

diet which events an individual will regatd as most impqrtant. Therefore,

it is necessary to understand where the individual is making his greatest

11.

.

investment; where he feels improvement will require minimum effort, where

. ..

improvement is necessary to_hiS'professional or academic life, where im-

provement is important to enhancement of his self image or growth in-his

Interpersonal relationships. By understanding the level of investment
.

in change, the instructor may devise procedures to build successef in

areas of least importance to support instruction in areas of greater .

importance.

Rhetoricar6ality. There-are a number of subtle matters that need

ti

to be undei-stood.. First and-foremost, rhetorical speech cannot take place

ed
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unless the individual understands that it is possible to influence end

be influenced through speed. The Sensitivity that be has to other

people will determine to a large extent how well he can learn the -sub-
.

processes. The person whd cannot understand how others are influerkced',-

or'even'how he, himself, is influenced by others is in no position to

begin to learn the rhetorical subprocesses. The examination of rhetorical

perceptions must begin at once, and basic instruction mutt be offered to

demonstrate to the individual thaI rhetoricalipeech is considered, pr --

pared, aid delivered to some purpose even when it appears spontaneous and
4,

is exceedingly rapid- in exchange.

o
What this all addg,uptcZis idiegotiapion.between an individual and

a specialized teacher called "thetoritherapist." The

mences when the teacher offers instruction devoted to

negotiation com7./

parti culak.cominvni

cation problems. litle second step is the inquiry mafle,hy an- individual

4. .
.

about whether or not he
P
might fit the Model, i.e., whether or not he has

a communication problem or whether what concerns him-might just as well

be Otndl the rear course of formal instruction. Once it has been

a-scertained that some-p lem exists, its natureaust,beflegotiated;
, .

v

,

t.

discovery of whether it is associated with a speech defect or a neurosis

comes,first. Setond is locating the difficulty in terms of-the critical.

elements, culminating in specifying`the rhetorical subprocesses to .which

teaching is to be directed. This form of negotiation guarantees for the

teacher a willing and uffoitted subject. It also guarantees a logical
J

and orderly plan of pedagogy directed precisely at student needs:

. o

In short, the.cards are stacked for succeSs.

instruction is preceded by negotiation tfle're

divfdual rights; thcise.who wish to remain out"

1.J

By the same token, because

is no_interference with in-
,

of contact may do so.

A
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r.

. There is also no insult administered through an unwarranted dia'gnosis
, "

- -

- of disease. rollOwing the .most contemporary modern -psychiatry. we see
.

problems in, interaction as willed and selected: Just as, the 'modern,
psychiatrist negotiates the nature of an emotional .and personality

difficulty with hi4 client in order to agree on a course of treatment,

those of us who deal with communication problems assume that the problem

,
is the result of a choice made.. Any choiCe male may 6e altered: The

act-of alteration the signing of the contract (tacitly, verbally, not

'ecessarily in 041ing) to improve as a result of 'special instruction

!ollowing articles wilr detail what ..orm ilnstrUctton takes and

fibw it is administered,- as, well as an assessment of how effective that

4nstructio'h.has been.
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